
Inventions that 
shook the world

 



Do you know that…

� Henry Ford invented the assembly line in 1903
� Alexander Bell invented the telephone in1876
� John Lodgie Baird invented colour television in 1928
� Alexander Fleming invented penecilin in 1928
� Igor Sikorsky invented a helicopter in 1909
� Sergei Korolev invented a sattellite Sputnik 1
� Richard Drew perfected the scotch in1928
� William O. Grover invented a sewing machine
� Alexander Popov perfected a wireless telegraphy in 1890
� Alfred Nobel invented dynamite in 1867
� Henry John Heinz perfected canned food in 1869
� John Walker invented matches in1827 
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Inventions in Russia
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Match the country, the thing, the name of the inventor and 
the year of the invention

19The USAAlfred NobelHelicopter 

1892GermanyRudolf DieselTelescope

1960The USATheodore H. MaimanMatches

1867ScotlandJoy Boyd DunlopDynamite

1608NetherlandsHans LippershyTyres

1827EnglandJohn WalkerKodak camera

1888SwedenIgor SikorskyLaser

1888The USAGeorge EastmanDiesel

YearsCountriesInventorsInventions



Why people (don’t) like to 
have modern inventions in 

everyday life

Life is easy/ exciting / enjoyable  with it.           
The main benefit is the speed with which we can.../           
                               the price. It’s reasonable.
                               the design. It’s modern.     
I don’t worry about…
Using … leaves me more time to enjoy myself.
… saves a lot of time.
… makes it possible/easy to…
… offers a lot of possibilities.
… suits everyone whatever your age.
                                    



FIND the answer

…was invented by W. Grover in the USA in 
1851.

…was invented by A. Bell in the USA 
in1876.

…was invented by K. Benz and G. Daimler 
in Germany in1903.

…was invented in the USA in 1940s.



Use the pictures to complete the word puzzle
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Use the names, dates and words from the collage to 
complete the facts from the history of some inventions


